
Observations - Group 2 
 

 
It would be speculative to assess whether, by design or importance, the Pictish-Mithraic 
objects on the reverse of Cossans, as with Aberlemno Roadside 2 (Group 1, Set 2 above), 
were placed above the hunting scene or the hunting scene below the Z-Rod & Double Disc 
and V-Rod & Crescent. Nonetheless, the belief meaning of the objects on each side are 
complementary. Comparing the format of the main surfaces there is deeper relief carving 
around the Cross with its outer edges well squared off - maybe not all the work was done at 
the same time or by the same hand. 
 
Although they are not near churches (generally the locations of Stones with an associated  
Saint’s name) both Cossans and Balluderon have names that are those of Saints - Orland  
and Martin respectively. It is not clear why the church at Ulbster (Group 1, Set 3 above) has  
an association with St Martin - it is even less clear why Balluderon has such a link. 
 
 
As mentioned above (Group 1 Set 2), Glamis Hunter’s Hill and Glamis Manse appear to be  
re-used or up-cycled Class 1 Stones - they are the only Stones found so far that have Pictish- 
Mithraic Symbols incise carved on undressed stone on one side and a relief carved Christian  
Cross on the other. Both have functioned in the Transition between Pictish-Mithraic and  
Christian beliefs having started as a stone serving a purpose for Pictish-Mithraic beliefs (and  
Celtic) arguably centuries before. 
 
Although the Z-Rod & Double Disc is particularly worn and almost squeezed in beside the  
left of the hunting scene on Largo the carvings are complementary. 
 
As with Aberlemno Roadside 2 (Group 1, Set 2 above) and Cossans (Group 2 above) it would 
be speculative to assess whether the Pictish-Mithraic objects on the reverse of the Maiden 
Stone were placed, by design or importance, above the hunting scene or the hunting scene 
below the Pictish-Mithraic objects. Again the belief meaning of the objects on each side are 
complementary and they enable explanation of changing beliefs.  
 
Despite each of these Group 2 Stones not being near a formal belief structure there is no 
reason to assume that they could not have been used in the full sense of Transition Stones. 
 


